
   
 

   
 

***Week 10 Grade 6 ELA: Final Week of Curriculum-Based Learning*** 

This is the final week of lesson materials being sent home. School is out June 19th. Weeks 11 & 12 are for 

students to be working on finishing work, turning in missing assignments, reflecting on this year’s learning and 

growth, and reading an enjoyable book to get ready for summer!  

The last day for accepted work will be June 12th. 

Learning Standards 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.4 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.5 
With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, 

rewriting, or trying an original approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience have been addressed.  

Monday 
THE HERO LEARNS A LESSON. 

• Review what is theme and how to identify it 

in stories with an updated version of “The 

Little Red Hen.” 

• Fill out Monday Response. 

Tuesday 
PRACTICE IDENTIFYING THEME 

• Read ONE of the two folk tales (China or 
Guatemala).  

• For a 3: Complete ONE Tuesday responses. 
• For a 4 or to replace a missing assignment: 

Complete TWO Tuesday Responses. 
Wednesday 

• YOUR HERO RETURNS. (Conclusion) 

• Online Access: Either read ONE of the 
folktales from Tuesday or watch TWO of 
the short film links. 

• Printed Copy: Read or re-read the Chinese 
or Guatemalan folktale. 

• Fill out Wednesday Response 

Thursday 

• Spend today writing your My Hero’s Journey 

creative short story. 

• Check rubric to see if your story has all required 

components. 

Friday 

• Spend half an hour today reading your book 

and working on your final book project. 

June 8th, 2020 deadline  

• Final Book Project  

• My Hero’s Journey creative story, final draft  

Ms. Plas  
mplas@northmasonschools.org  

Office Hours M-F 10-4  
Zoom Meetings Monday 1 p.m. Mtg ID 870 6811 

8923 Code MsPlas  
Wednesday 10 a.m. Mtg ID 814 2291 9167  

Code MsPlas 

Mrs. Daoud  
edaoud@northmasonschools.org  

Zoom Office Hours  
Monday 1-3 PM 

Wednesday 10-12 AM or by appt.  
Meeting ID: 491 306 3842 

 Code: 314245  
Stay connected with class updates and communication 

on Remind. If you do not have your student’s class code, 
email their teacher to have a link sent! 

 

*** 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/5/
mailto:mplas@northmasonschools.org
mailto:edaoud@northmasonschools.org


   
 

   
 

***Monday: Your Hero Learns a Lesson*** 

Theme is the ‘big idea,’ lesson, or message that the author wants you to learn from the story. 

What are some examples of theme?   

• “Money can’t buy you happiness.” 

• “Death comes to us all.”  

• “Love conquers fear.” 

• “Hard work and patience pay off.” 

• “Appearances can be deceiving.” 

• “Listen and act on good advice.” 

 

 

What are two ways you can identify theme? 

• Plot:  What are the most important moments in 
the story? How does it end?  Is the central 
conflict resolved? (For example, is the villain 
defeated? Is the world saved? Is the treasure 
found?) 

• Protagonist:  Who is the main character and 
what happens to them? How do they change 
over the course of the story? Why do they act 
the way that they do? 

LITTLE RED HEN  

(UPDATED) 
The Little Red Hen found a grain of wheat one spring day. “Who will plant this?” she asked. 

“Not I,” said the cat. 

“Not I,” said the goose. 

“Not I,” said the rat. 

“Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen. 

So, she buried the wheat in the ground. After a while it grew up yellow and ripe. “The wheat is ripe now,” said 

Little Red Hen. “Who will cut and thresh it?” 

“Not I,” said the cat. 

“Not I,” said the goose. 

“Not I,” said the rat. 

“Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen. 

So, she cut it with her bill and threshed it with her wings. Then she asked, “Who will take this wheat to the mill?” 

“Not I,” said the cat. 

“Not I,” said the goose. 

“Not I,” said the rat. 



   
 

   
 

“Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen. 

So, she took the wheat to the mill, where it was ground. Then she carried the flour home. “Who will make me 

some bread with this flour?” she asked. 

“Not I,” said the cat. 

“Not I,” said the goose. 

“Not I,” said the rat. 

“Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen. 

So, she made and baked the bread. Then she said, “Now we shall see who will eat this bread.” 

“We will,” said cat, goose, and rat. 

“I am quite sure you would,” said the Little Red Hen, “if you could get it. I did all the work, so I should 

eat the loaf myself.” But something did not feel right inside the Little Red Hen. Indeed, the goose, cat, and rat 

seemed upset by this statement.  

It would appear the Little Red Hen had forgotten the time the rat had listened patiently as she vented about 

a frustrating day in the barnyard. Or that the goose’s wing hurt on chilly days and she could not do hard, physical 

work.  Or the time the cat brought her wildflowers just because it was a beautiful day. Those flowers had 

brightened the Little Red Hen’s kitchen for many days.  The Little Red Hen was suddenly very tired. The bread 

did not taste as good as she had imagined it would. She watched her friends walk away and then called out,   

“Wait!  I’m sorry, I just--” But the goose could see the Little Red Hen was too upset to speak.  Indeed, 

they all had not communicated well.  

“I know!” exclaimed the goose, “I could go to the shop and buy some apricot jam!” 

“I could wash the dishes afterwards,” agreed the rat. 

“And I can set the table with flowers” purred the cat. 

“Very well” said the Little Red Hen with a smile, “I don’t like eating on my own anyway.”  

What is the theme of this story?  

1. “Listen to good advice.” 

2. “Love conquers fear.” 

3. “Help can come in many forms.” 

Could the answer be number 1?  Do we see any character not take a good piece of advice from another character 

and come to regret it later?  No.  

Could the answer be number 2?  Do we see characters overcome their prejudices or change their behavior towards 

others?  Not really. We see characters need to work through their problems, but these problems are not because 

of fear, but because of forgetfulness and miscommunication. 

What about number 3?  The Little Red Hen realizes that she had forgotten how her friends had helped her in the 

past. Rather than withhold the bread from them because they had not helped this time, Little Red Hen realized it 



   
 

   
 

was best to give without expecting something in return. Additionally, the rat, cat, and goose get to enjoy the Little 

Red Hen’s bread while also giving a little something back to show their appreciation. So, number 3 is the theme. 

***Tuesday: Reading Material*** 

The Emperor and the Flower Seed 
There was once an Emperor from China who had no children and who wanted to choose someone wise to rule 

after him. So, he invited hundreds of children from across the kingdom to come to the palace where they were 

surprised to hear the Emperor declare that he was going to choose one of them to be his heir. 

He gave them all a seed and said they were to go home to their villages, plant the seed in a pot and tend it for a 

year. When they returned, the Emperor would judge their efforts and choose his successor... 

Amongst the chosen children there was a boy named Ling who received his seed and returned home to his village. 

His mother helped him choose a pot and he carefully put some soil into it. His whole family were overly excited 

and felt so proud that Ling had been amongst the chosen children. 

Ling was a careful and serious young man and he chose the best position for his pot to get lots of light and he 

watered it every day. He knew from his wise parents that sending loving thoughts to all life helped it flourish, so 

he sat and imagined the life force in the seed beginning to awaken. He visualized the light pouring down on the 

seed and tried to imagine the fresh green shoots than he soon would see....... But as the weeks passed, there were, 

sadly, no signs of life in Ling’s pot. 

The weeks passed and still Ling continued to water his pot regularly and send loving thoughts to the seed. His 

family watched and supported him, giving him encouragement so that he would not feel too down about the lack 

of growth. ‘Perhaps its sending down extraordinarily strong roots first,’ they said to give him hope; ‘have trust 

that it will all work out ok...........’ but still, after many weeks.... nothing! 

They began to hear rumors about the seeds that had been given to children in other parts of the kingdom – how 

luscious the growth was, what succulent leaves, what unusual varieties, what exotic flowers! But poor Ling still 

had nothing growing in his pot. Yet Ling did not give up... he continued to water his pot every day, and to pray 

for its growth and keep hopeful, though he could not help at times feeling just a little despondent. His family were 

so disappointed too– they did not like to see Ling so sad. ‘We know that you have tried so hard Ling,’ they said. 

‘It’s not your fault that the seed hasn’t grown.’ ‘God sometimes has other plans,’ his mother gently said. And his 

whole family sent their prayers to the angels to ask for their help. ‘Not our will dear Father Mother God – but 

yours...’ 

Finally, the full year passed, and it was time to return to the palace to show what each had grown and for the 

emperor to decide on the new heir. Ling was now very anxious as his pot still showed no signs of life. “What if 

they punish me? They won’t know that I’ve watered it every day, they’ll think that I’m lazy.” 

His mother looked him in the eye and explained that whatever the consequences were, he had to return and show 

the Emperor his lifeless pot. ‘We know that you have done everything you possibly could have done,’ she said. 

‘Sometimes things just do not work out as we would like, but there’s no shame in that. We believe in you. We 

know what a kind, patient and dedicated young man you are. Now you just stand tall in front of that emperor and 

feel proud in your own heart that you did what you could.’ And with that every member of his family gave him a 

big hug. 

So, Ling and the other children entered the great hall of the palace. By now, some of the plants were looking 

magnificent and the young people were wondering which one of them the Emperor would choose. Ling could not 



   
 

   
 

help feeling embarrassed as the others looked at his lifeless pot and laughed. His heart was pounding in his chest, 

but he took a few deep breaths to steady himself and remembered his mother’s words. Thinking of the loving 

support of his family, he tried to stand tall. Without him realizing it, there was a certain nobleness in his bearing 

as he stood there behind his lifeless pot. His true, shining spirit was gently aglow. 

Finally, the Emperor came out and started to make his way along the rows of young people and their pots, looking 

at the many impressive trees, shrubs and flowers that were on display. The boys all puffed their chests out and 

tried to look as regal as possible, hoping that they would be chosen as the heir to the empire. 

Then the Emperor came to Ling. He slowly looked down at the pot.... then he slowly looked up at Ling. He raised 

his eyebrows. “What happened here?” he asked. “I watered the pot every day, but nothing ever grew.” Ling 

muttered nervously. “Hmmmmph” said the Emperor and moved on. 

After an hour or so, the Emperor finally finished his assessment. He stood in front of them all and congratulated 

them on their efforts. “Some of you desperately want to be Emperor and would do anything to make that happen, 

what magnificent plants you have grown! But there is one young man that I would like to point out as he has 

come to me with nothing.’ He pointed to Ling, to step forward. “Oh no,” thought Ling. He walked slowly to the 

front of everyone in the grand hall, holding his barren pot. The Emperor held up the pot for all to see and everyone 

laughed. 

Then the Emperor continued, “A year ago, I gave you all a seed. I told you to go away, plant the seed and return 

with your plant. But the seeds that I gave you all were boiled until they were no use and would not grow, but I 

see before me hundreds of plants and only one barren pot. Now what do I make of that!’ There was silence in the 

grand hall. 

‘Honesty, integrity and courage are more important values for leadership than proud displays, so........ I now 

declare that this young man here will be my heir.” 

Ling was astonished – he just could not believe what he was hearing. But it was true – and many years later Ling 

did indeed become the Emperor of all China. 

One thing he never forgot in his long and wise reign over his country was the quiet support of his family – he 

used to say that their love and their belief in him were the roots of his invisible seed – they gave him the strength 

to stand in front of everyone with the empty pot and hold his head high. And holding fast to the truth, which they 

had gently encouraged him to do, enabled him to be one of the wisest and most dearly loved leaders the country 

has ever seen. 

El Sombreron (Based upon a Guatemalan folktale) 
Long ago in the land of Guatemala, there was a young girl named Susana; an exceptionally beautiful girl with 

large brown eyes and long dark hair and because she liked to dream, she would often sit outside and gaze up at 

the stars. 

One evening, however, while Susana was looking up at the sky, a strange short man appeared beside her who 

dressed entirely in black, wore an exceptionally large black sombrero, a belt with a buckle of shining silver round 

his waste and played upon a silver guitar. He was El Sombreron, a kind of fairy or demon that liked to enchant 

young women, especially girls with large eyes and long hair. 

He played Susana a beautiful song of love in Spanish, "Te amo y nunca te dejo mi amor", he sang, which means 

"I love you and will never let you go, my love" and when Susana heard it she became enchanted by the song and 

thought that she was in love with the strange man. 



   
 

   
 

But then, hearing the music, Susana's strict, god-fearing parents came out and, worried that their daughter was 

talking to a strange man, dragged her inside their house, forbidding her to talk to the stranger. 

El Sombreron did not go away however, instead he tied his pack of black mules to a post at the front of the house 

and continued to play his guitar and sing beneath Susana's window. 

Only she could hear the music now though, hear it inside her head and heart, driving her mad with love, so mad 

that she could not sleep and would not eat and, over time, the girl because she did not eat started to waste away. 

Her parents tried everything to remove El Sombreron’s spell. They took her to the priest and he blessed her with 

holy water and they cut her hair short so that she would be less attractive to the demon but nothing they did 

seemed to work and they couldn't untie El Sombreron’s mules from the post of their house either, his knot was 

impossible to loosen and whatever they tried to cut the rope with, it would break. 

But then a boy named Pedro, a poor but exceptionally fine and upstanding young man, who was deeply in love 

with Susana, because he could not bear to see her waste away, was determined that he would free her from El 

Somberon. 

But he did not know how and so he went to look for La Llorona the weeping ghost who searches, on moonlit 

nights, for the bodies of her drowned children in the river; he took her a beautiful silk handkerchief to dry her 

tears. 

"Perhaps", he reasoned, "If I give her the handkerchief, she will not try to drown me". 

Walking about by the river in the moonlight, Pedro listened for the sound of a woman crying and then, suddenly, 

by the edge of the river, he saw a woman bent and searching in the water, weeping, and wailing for her lost 

children. 

Bravely approaching her, he held out the silken handkerchief and, at first, when the ghost saw him she was going 

to drown him in the river but then, when she saw the handkerchief she snatched hold of it and smiled. 

"Thank you, señor", she said, drying her eyes, "You are the first man in a long time who has been kind to me. 

Most people are just afraid of me but why are you not afraid?". 

Pedro told La Llorona about El Sombrero and how he had enchanted Susana and the ghost told Pedro that he must 

challenge El Sombrero to a fight. 

"But how can I fight a demon?", asked Pedro. 

So then La Llorona told him what to do and the next day Pedro went up to the post to which El Sombrero had 

tied his mules and he shouted "El Sombreron, I challenge you to fight me". 

Immediately, in front of the young man, El Sombreron appeared, leaning against a wall and he laughed. 

"Do you know who I am?", he said, "How do you hope to fight me?". 

"I will fight you", said Pedro bravely, "And I'll beat you". 

So then, El Sombreron took off his huge sombrero and Pedro saw that he had horns beneath it, as large as a bulls 

and, getting down on all fours, El Sombreron charged towards Pedro, flames shooting out of his nostrils as he 

snorted like a bull and a mad look in his eyes. 

But then Pedro ran, he ran as fast as he could with El Sombreron chasing behind and because El Sombreron was 

so fast, sometimes one of his long horns would prick Pedro but this only made the young man run faster but then, 



   
 

   
 

in front of him Pedro saw the Ceiba tree, a very ancient and sacred tree and just as he was getting close to it, he 

leapt suddenly to one side and, because El Sombreron was chasing after him so fast he couldn't stop in time and 

went crashing into the tree, getting both his long horns stuck in its trunk. 

"Let me go", he shouted angrily to the tree but because the tree was sacred, El Sombreron could not free himself 

from it, no matter how he struggled. 

"I will cut you lose", said Pedro to El Sombreron, "But only if you swear upon the Holy Book that you will free 

Susanna from your spell, leave and promise never to return here again". 

El Sombreron put his hand upon a Bible and burned his hand print into its cover but he swore to do what Pedro 

had asked and a demon cannot break an oath sworn upon the Bible, then Pedro use his axe to cut the demon free. 

Rumor has it that El Sombreron’s severed horns remain firmly stuck in that Ceiba tree to this day. Humiliated, El 

Sombreron picked up his giant sombrero and with his pack of black mules disappeared as fast as the wind through 

the desert.  

When he did, the spell that his silver guitar had placed upon Susana’s heart was broken and she forgot all about 

her mad love for El Sombreron. Not only that, but when Susana’s parents heard what he had done to free their 

daughter they knew that he was a fine, upstanding young man who loved Susana and would care for her and so 

they consented to him marrying her and Pedro and Susana both lived happily ever after. 

***Wednesday:  Your Hero Returns*** 

Beginning and ending stories can be the most difficult parts of story writing. If you find it difficult to wrap up a 

story, know you are not alone! Even best-selling authors struggle to end stories. So how does one write an ending? 

Well, that depends on the plot of your story, but here are some important things to keep in mind.  

• Where does your hero go after their big adventure is over? Are they like Marlin and Nemo and go home 

but live life changed by the lessons they’ve learned?  Or are they like Luke Skywalker, not wanting to 

back to “normal” life, but to continue a life of adventure? 

• How have their adventures changed them? Do they look different? Act different? 

• Has your hero acquired a new skill or power?  

• How are they received by their former friends and family? Are they welcomed or viewed with suspicion 

now that they are different?  

A CONCLUSION SHOULD PROVIDE CLOSURE. A problem is solved. A battle ended. A questing party 

returns home. All the big questions are answered.  

STUDY OTHER WRITER’S WORKS: If you want to learn how to write good endings, you need to study how 

others write endings. How did "Blink" end (The Dr. Who episode with the Weeping Angels)? How did Home of 

the Brave end? How have your favorite shows or movies ended? What makes an ending satisfying or 

disappointing for you? 

AVOID THE TERRIBLE ENDING: No “it was all a dream” endings. These endings are so unsatisfying because 

what was the point of the story then? Nothing matters. Always maintain social distancing with these endings.        



   
 

   
 

AVOID CLIFFHANGERS: Since this story is not one in a series, your story needs a clear conclusion. You cannot 

end your story with “to be continued...” 

Episodes: 

“Food Farmer” (https://youtu.be/3-oweoj9G30) 

“Green Light” (https://youtu.be/UT-mA673hLs)  

“Rendezvous with Mars” (https://youtu.be/7n5L5E88LtU) 

“Oasis” (https://youtu.be/bObREfe9CTk) 

Monday Response:  

1. In your own words, explain what a theme is. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is the theme of your hero’s journey?  What lesson do you want the reader to learn from reading 

your story?  
Example:  The theme of Finding Nemo is that it is important to trust those who care for us. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How do you SHOW your theme?   How is the central conflict (or big problem) solved? 

Example: After Marline finds Nemo, they both learn how to trust each other. Marlin learns to 

trust Nemo and let him be adventurous. Nemo learns to trust his dad’s good advice.  

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Tuesday Response: 

Response #1:   

Story Title: __________________________________________________ 

What is the theme of the story?  

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

https://youtu.be/3-oweoj9G30
https://youtu.be/UT-mA673hLs
https://youtu.be/7n5L5E88LtU
https://youtu.be/bObREfe9CTk


   
 

   
 

How do you know that this is theme of the story? Provide evidence from the text. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Response #2 

Story Title: __________________________________________________ 

What is the theme of the story?  

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How do you know that this is theme of the story? Provide evidence from the text.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wednesday Response: 

What story did you read/watch? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the central conflict in the story? (Big problem) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Is the central conflict resolved at the end? (Did the big problem get solved?).     YES                   NO 

How is the central conflict resolved? (How was the big problem solved?) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Does the hero of the story come away with something new, whether that is knowledge, experience, or a reward? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did the conclusion of the story make you feel? Were you satisfied? Why or why not? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 



   
 

   
 

Bonus: How would you have ended the story? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Give your brain a break and have a creative doodle session.  Design your dream house! No limits.  

For example, a house made entirely out of pizza is a viable option. But would pineapple be allowed inside? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

***Thursday: Editing Your Story*** 

1. Read your story aloud to a family member, friend, family pet, or to that strange-looking person that exists in 

your bathroom mirror.       Reading aloud will help you catch lots of awkward wording issues. 

2. Double check your story against this rubric to see where your story is strong (3) or could use a bit of 

improvement (2).  If you want to try for a (4), go ahead! However, that is not required. 

3. PLEASE NOTE: If you are working at home without the use of Microsoft Office to help you catch your 

spelling or grammar errors, your teacher will be understanding. However, double-check your work and try 

your best!  

Grading Point 4 3 2 



   
 

   
 

Organization 
 
Epilogue: Revisit your hero 
after a period has passed 
since their recent 
adventure. What are they 
up to now? 
 
Prologue: What happens 
before your story begins? It 
is like a backstory. 

My story has a 
beginning, middle, and 
conclusion.  
 
I use a new paragraph for 
each new “scene.” 
I write an epilogue or 
prologue to my story. 

My story has a beginning, 
middle, and conclusion.   
 
I use a new paragraph for 
each new “scene.” 

My story has a beginning 
and middle, but no 
conclusion. 

Dialogue 
 
Passive 
She said she was hungry. 
 
Active 
“I’m ravenous!” Matilda 
groaned. 

There are TWO scenes in 
the story where the 
characters talk to each 
other (external dialogue) 
or talk to themselves 
(internal dialogue). 
 
Dialogue is active, not 
passive. 

There is ONE scene in the 
story where the characters 
talk to each other 
(external dialogue) or talk 
to themselves (internal 
dialogue). 
 
Dialogue is active, not 
passive. 

There are no scenes in the 
story where the characters 
talk to each other (external 
dialogue) or talk to 
themselves (internal 
dialogue). 
 
Dialogue is passive. 

Setting 
 
Mood: The feeling a setting 

conveys: inviting, spooky, 

dangerous, magical, etc. 

My story takes place in 
TWO well-developed 
settings that have clear 
moods and use sensory 
imagery for descriptions. 
 

My story takes place in 
ONE well-developed 
settings that has a clear 
mood and uses sensory 
imagery for descriptions. 
 

My story takes place in a 
world/setting that is not 
easy to visualize. I am not 
sure what the world looks or 
feels like. 

Conclusion The story ends with the 
central conflict resolved. 
 
The hero shows others 
that they have learned a 
lesson and how they have 
changed. 

The story ends with the 
central conflict resolved.  
 
The hero tells others 

about the lesson they 

learned and how they 

have changed. 

The story just ends 
suddenly. 
 
The hero does not learn a 
clear lesson by the end of 
the story. 

Conventions + Spelling There are ZERO 
punctuation, grammar, 
spelling errors. 

There are FIVE or LESS 
punctuation, grammar, 
spelling errors. 

There are MORE than FIVE 
punctuation, grammar, 
spelling errors. 
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